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Here, we present DNA aptamers capable of specific binding to
glial tumor cells in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo for visualization
diagnostics of central nervous system tumors. We selected the
aptamers binding specifically to the postoperative human glial
primary tumors and not to the healthy brain cells and menin-
gioma, using a modified process of systematic evolution of li-
gands by exponential enrichment to cells; sequenced and
analyzed ssDNA pools using bioinformatic tools and identified
the best aptamers by their binding abilities; determined three-
dimensional structures of lead aptamers (Gli-55 and Gli-233)
with small-angle X-ray scattering and molecular modeling; iso-
lated and identified molecular target proteins of the aptamers
by mass spectrometry; the potential binding sites of Gli-233
to the target protein and the role of post-translational modifi-
Molecular T
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cations were verified by molecular dynamics simulations. The
anti-glioma aptamers Gli-233 and Gli-55 were used to detect
circulating tumor cells in liquid biopsies. These aptamers
were used for in situ, ex vivo tissue staining, histopathological
analyses, and fluorescence-guided tumor and PET/CT tumor
visualization in mice with xenotransplanted human astrocy-
toma. The aptamers did not show in vivo toxicity in the
herapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 32 June 2023 ª 2023 The Authors. 267
ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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preclinical animal study. This study demonstrates the potential
applications of aptamers for precise diagnostics and fluores-
cence-guided surgery of brain tumors.

INTRODUCTION
Glial tumors or gliomas are the most frequent and aggressive brain
tumors in adults.1 The initial diagnostics of brain tumors is usually
based on MRI, CT, or PET/CT with further justification after tumor
resection or tissue biopsies with histopathological, immunohisto-
chemical, and molecular analyses.2 Low specificity of the current im-
aging techniques does not allow one to reliably differentiate gliomas
and even tumor reoccurrence lesions from the treatment-related
tissue transformation. According to the most recent WHO classi-
fications, adult-type diffuse gliomas are classified by cell origin to
astrocytomas (grades I–IV), oligodendrogliomas, and wild-type glio-
blastomas (GBMs). GBMs are histologically classified as astrocytomas
of the highest malignancy grade IV.3 Currently, the most reliable way
to diagnose glioma and its subtypes are tissue biopsies, a highly inva-
sive and complex procedure with a high risk.2

Glial tumors have an extensively heterogeneous histopathology3;
therefore, there is a high risk of tissue sampling errors during biopsy
and surgical resection, i.e., collecting non-representative tumor sam-
ples for the histological assessments.4,5 The risk of retrieving non-
representative histological samples is a highly relevant limitation in
glioma diagnostics and research. Atypia, mitotic activity, increased
cellular density, microvascular proliferation, and necrosis are the
main histopathological features for grading gliomas. Comprehensive
molecular analyses and sequencing are costly and only available to
some clinics.4 Reliable results depend on accurate sampling, which
is difficult due to tumor heterogenicity—specifically in situ staining
of viable glial tissues before histological and molecular analyses could
alleviate sampling for diagnostics.

All brain malignancies shed their tumoral content into the cerebro-
spinal fluid and blood circulation.6,7 Liquid biopsies enable circu-
lating tumor cell (CTC) detection benefits due to their low invasive-
ness and the ability to monitor the course of treatment response and
disease progression by serial sampling as often as needed.8 The data
on glioma CTCs are limited due to the complexity of their detection
technologies and the need for ligand specificity. Fast, convenient, and
particular detection methods are still the limitations of glioma CTC
research.8

PET/CT, MRI, and intraoperative glial tumor visualization do not
have sufficient diagnostic specificity. Visualization is essential for
radical and safe tumor resection; it correlates well with patient prog-
nosis.9 Despite substantial efforts to distinguish between neoplastic
and healthy tissue at resection margins, it is still challenging to
have complete surgical removal of glial tumor tissues due to their
diffusely infiltrative nature. Therefore, it remains essential to develop
glial tumor visualizationmethods for the accurate diagnostics and im-
aging of tumors.
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Aptamers are a particular class of nucleic acid molecules that can
exclusively bind to various targets with high affinity and selectivity.10

They can be raised simultaneously to multiple molecular targets in
heterogeneous tumors. As a result of cyclical selection to numerous
postoperative tumor tissues, it is possible to obtain a multipotent
set of several aptamers that bind to different cancer-related proteins.11

Aptamers benefit from their ease of generation, low production cost,
low batch-to-batch variability, reversible folding properties, and low
immunogenicity.12 Using high specificity, facile synthesis, convenient
modification, and high programmability, aptamers have been widely
used as reliable recognition ligands in biosensing, bioimaging, and
bioregulation.13,14 In addition, aptamers are convenient for con-
structing more complex dynamic DNA nanostructures such as tetra-
hedral frameworks, which, due to their structural programmability,
enhance cellular endocytosis and tissue permeability,15 and can be
used for various biomedical applications,16 such as in situ tumor im-
aging,17 or for the treatment of neurological diseases.18

Although aptamers to glial tumor cell cultures have been previously
selected, no clinical applications have been reported yet for diag-
nosing and treating brain tumors.19–21 Here, we present the aptamers
capable of specific binding to glial tumor cells in vitro, ex vivo, and
in vivo for visualization diagnostics of central nervous system tumors.
RESULTS
Aptamer selection and binding evaluation

Glial tumor tissues of low, high, and highest grades were used for pos-
itive selection steps to select anti-glioma aptamers. Non-glial brain tu-
mors, such as meningiomas, brain metastases originated from tumors
of other organs, and relatively healthy brain tissues from peritumoral
regions with blood clots, vessels, and capillaries were used for negative
selection steps. A total of six selection rounds, including negative and
positive steps and PCR amplification, were enough to obtain highly
potent pools of aptamers (Figure 1A; Table S1).

The degree of binding of the aptamer pools to cells derived from post-
operative glial tumors, meningiomas, and brain metastases was as-
sessed using flow cytometry. The aptamers from the fifth selection
round showed the best affinity to glial tumor cells (Figure 1B) and
therefore were sequenced using next-generation sequencing (NGS)
technology. Exactly 20,469 DNA sequences were analyzed in silico
and grouped into “families” according to their sequence similarity
(Table S2). The nine most representative and highly abundant ap-
tamer clones from each family and their truncated versions were syn-
thesized chemically (Table S2). The affinity of the individual aptamers
to glial tumor cells was tested using flow cytometry (Figure 1C) and
laser scanning microscopy (Figure 1D). All aptamers showed good
binding to glioma cells compared with the initial ssDNA aptamer li-
brary. Furthermore, the aptamers showed good selectivity to glial tu-
mor cells from different patients compared with meningioma cells
and brain metastases (Figure 1C). The lead aptamers Gli-233 and
Gli-55 were specific to glioma cells in postoperative tumor tissue sam-
ples compared with normal glial cells and connective tissues
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(Figures 1C and 1D). Therefore, these aptamers were chosen for
further identification of binding partners.

We used an aptamer-facilitated biomarker discovery (AptaBiD) pro-
cedure using mass spectrometry and co-localization with antibodies
to find aptamer-associated proteins.22,23 Mass spectrometry analysis
revealed potential protein targets such as glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP), tubulin alpha-1C chain (TUBA1C), and myelin basic pro-
tein for Gli-233, and GFAP and pancreatic lipase-related protein 3
for Gli-55 (Table S3). These three proteins were found post-transla-
tionally modified. GFAP has each methionine oxidized at positions
73 and 74. The GFAP identified for Gli-233 aptamer has an oxidized
methionine at positions 73, 74, and 342, and phosphorylated serines
at positions 247 and 248. TUBA1C, a target protein for aptamer Gli-
233, has different side chains of polyglycines and polyglutamates. Up
to 6 links in length were added to the C-terminal tail (CTT) of gluta-
mic acid (E) residues in different ways. The two most reliable com-
binations of polypeptide adjunctions are (1) glycylation of E 433, bi-
glutamylation of E 445, glutamylation of E 447, and 5-link
polyglutamylation of E 448; and (2) triglycylation of E 433, 6-link pol-
yglycylation of E 443, 4-link polyglycylations of E 447 and 448. It is
known that polyglutamylation of tubulin temporarily occurs during
cell division and is linked to neurodegeneration.24 Tubulin glycyla-
tion is found in axonemes of cilia and flagella.25 Primary cilia regulate
cell-cycle and signaling transduction, a critical mediator of gliomas
tumorigenesis and progression.26,27 This modification is crucial for
cilia for glial tumor growth and colorectal cancer progression.28

To validate the association of the aptamers with the proteins, we per-
formed co-staining of glial tumor tissue sections and primary glioma
cell cultures with the aptamers and corresponding antibodies. Laser
scanning microscopic images showed co-localization of Gli-233
with anti-tubulin antibodies in glial tumor tissue sections (Figure 2A)
and primary glioma cell cultures (Figure 2B). Gli-55 was co-localized
partially with anti-GFAP antibodies and simultaneously bound to
other targets on tumor cells (Figure 2C). Anti-GFAP antibodies did
not bind exclusively to tumor cells. Thus, the most probable protein
target for the 33-nt-long Gli-233 aptamer was TUBA1C with several
post-translational modifications. A tertiary structural molecular
model of TUBA1Cwith the post-translational modifications is shown
in Figure S1. Tubulin is not a common glioblastoma multiform
biomarker; only one study demonstrated enhanced a-tubulin immu-
noreactivity in GBM and its nitration at Tyr 224 in grade IV GBM.29

However, tubulin is one of the prospective targets in glioma therapy.30

The potential target for the 60-nt-long Gli-55 aptamer is post-trans-
lationally modified GFAP and some other undefined targets on gli-
oma cells. GFAP expression is not typical for all glial tumors. Usually,
increased GBM malignancy is associated with a loss of GFAP expres-
Figure 1. Development of DNA aptamers to postoperative gliomas

(A) The scheme of an aptamer selection procedure. (B) Flow cytometry analysis of bindi

individual aptamers: comparison of different aptamers binding to glial and non-glial brain

233 (4) and Gli-7819 (5) comparing with non-stained control (2) and nonspecific oligonu

Cy5-labeled aptamers: Gli-233 (2); Gli-7819 (3), Gli-55 (4). Magnification, 40�. n = 3, S
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sion but, at the same time, it does not contribute to tumor develop-
ment or progression.31,32 Thus, we chose the Gli-233 and Gli-55 ap-
tamers as the most promising candidates for further analysis.
3D structure of the aptamers

The primary sequence of Gli-233 (Table S2) was used to predict the
secondary structure using the OligoAnalyzer web server.33 Folding
simulations were performed under the same conditions as the
SAXS (small-angle X-ray scattering) experiment. Four possible sec-
ondary structures were chosen for further studies. The predicted
model of the aptamer is shown in Figure 3A1 and comprises three re-
gions: a loop region (the central part of the sequence), a B-type
duplex, and a single-stranded segment.

The tertiary structure of Gli-233 was modeled with the Avogadro pro-
gram and optimized using the fragment molecular orbital (FMO)-
density functional-based tight binding (DFTB)/polarizable contin-
uum model (PCM) method.34,35 After using molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation, the structure was equilibrated in silico in a solution.
Then it was allowed to relax into a conformation more likely charac-
teristic of the aptamer it represents when in the solution. For obtained
structures, we computed SAXS spectra using the WAXIS service and
fit the results with the experimental data.36 The structure with the
best-fit quality was selected (Figure 3A2). The Gli-233 aptamer has
a long rigid duplex domain, which was conserved during MD simu-
lation. The length of the bent structure was�60 Å, close to the small-
est dimension of the tubulin heterodimer.

In revealing the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the Gli-233 ap-
tamer, the main challenge was related to the construction of the loop
region, as it had many possible positions. Thus, we applied SAXS and
computer-aided molecular design to aptamer structure restoration in
solution. The experimental scattering curve (Figure 3B1) was used to
calculate the basic structural parameters of Gli-233, such as gyration
radius (Rg = 1.91 ± 0.06 nm), maximal molecule dimension (Dmax =
6.83 nm), Porod volume (Vp = 13.4 nm3). The ab initio overall shape
reconstruction of the aptamer Gli-233 was performed using the
DAMMIF program.37 Twenty different models were averaged and
filtered into the final model, shown in Figure 3B2 as green beads.
The SAXS curve recorded from the Gli-233 in Dulbecco’s phos-
phate-buffered saline (DPBS) without Ca2+ and Mg2+ showed the in-
dependence of the aptamer structure from the presence of these ions
in the solution. The atomic structure of Gli-233 obtained from MD
simulations was compared with the DAMMIF bead model and
showed a high correlation (Figure 3B1). The discrepancy (c2) be-
tween the scattering curve from the molecular model and experi-
mental SAXS data was equal to 1.041.
ng properties of aptamer pools. (C) Flow cytometry analysis of binding properties of

tumors (1); fluorescence intensity of glial tumor cells attached with the aptamers Gli-

cleotide (3). (D) Brain tumor tissue sections: stained with H&E dyes (1); stained with

tandard deviation, Scale bar, 50 mm



Figure 2. Binding verification of Gli-233 to tubulin and Gli-55 to GFAP

(A) Co-staining with Alexa Fluor 405-labeled anti-tubulin antibodies and Cy5-labeled Gli-233 of glioma tissue sections. (B) Co-staining with Alexa Fluor 405-labeled anti-

tubulin antibodies and Cy5-labeled Gli-233 of primary GBM cell cultures. (C) Co-staining with Alexa Fluor 405-labeled anti-GFAP antibodies and Cy5-labeled Gli-55 of glial

tumor tissue sections. Overlays (A3, B3, C3) and histograms of overlapping fluorescence intensities in the depicted regions (A4, B4, C4). The coinciding peaks are shownwith

black arrows; peaks that do not match are shown with green arrows. Magnification, 40�. Scale bars, 20 mm, 50 mm, 100 mm.
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The same modeling procedure was applied to the Gli-55 aptamer.
OligoAnalyzer predicted 16 possible secondary structures for Gli-
55. Corresponding tertiary structures were modeled and subjected
to MD simulations. Comparing theoretical models with SAXS results
allowed us to establish the structure of the Gli-55 aptamer
(Figures 3C1 and 3C2). The aptamer Gli-55 SEC-SAXS dataset
yielded a skewedmain elution peak (Figure S2), pointing to the poten-
tial presence of two significant components. Indeed, the EFAMIX
decomposition produced two distinct components (Figure S3) associ-
ated with monomer and dimer constituents according to estimated
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 32 June 2023 271
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excluded volumes and molecular masses of the components. Param-
eters extracted from the monomer SAXS profile (Figure 3D1, blue
dots with error bars) were: the size of the molecule Dmax = 10 nm,
Rg = 2.79 nm, molecular weight = 18.7 kDa in the credibility interval
of 18.3–20.8 kDa. The bead model was constructed using a pair dis-
tribution function p(r) (Figure 3D1, red line). The obtained shape
of the overall electron density of the Gli-55 molecule is shown in Fig-
ure 3D2 (green beads) and fitted with theMD simulationmodel (pink
volume). Aptamer Gli-55 contains several GG andGGG stretches and
may form a G-quadruplex. Circular dichroism spectroscopy was used
to determine G-quadruplex formation. The results of the experiment
showed two peaks at wavelengths of 220 and 280 nm (supplemental
materials; Figure S4), which did not correspond to the formation of
the G-quadruplex. Therefore, only linear conformations of Gli-55 ap-
tamer were investigated. The model from MD simulation demon-
strated correctly reconstructed spatial structure well matched with
the experimental SAXS data (c2 = 2.185), which can be seen in the
graph mode (Figure 3D1, green line). The non-ideal coincidence of
the SAXS curves may be explained by the complexity of SEC-SAXS
data consisting of two components in solution or non-perfect MD
simulation results.

The SAXS datasets for Gli-233 and Gli-55 have been deposited at the
SASBDB38 (accession codes: SASDPZ8 and SASDRY7, respectively).

Interaction of Gli-233 with the target protein

The potential binding sites of Gli-233 to the target protein TUBA1C
were identified by mass spectrometry experiments and then verified
by MD simulations (Figures 3E1–E3). The model of the human
tubulin heterodimer (ɑ1C with b2B isoforms) with post-translational
modifications was used as a target for molecular docking. The ɑ1C
unit of a dimer includes post-translational modifications of a CTT,
common to glial tissue tumors. We proposed that the CTT region
was responsible for the aptamer affinity to tubulin. The aptamer
and the CTT region both carry a significant negative charge and
should repulse each other. However, in simulations, we observed
that aptamer was effectively bound to the CTT site of ɑ-tubulin via
Na+ ions. These complexes showed no signs of dissociation for the
whole simulation time. The sodium ions responsible for binding
were also tightly bound to the interface.

The initial determination of binding sites of Gli-233 aptamer on the
CTT region of ɑ1C unit was performed using the HDOCK molecular
docking web server.39 The docking showed several different aptamer-
protein complexes. The top-scoring binding positions were consid-
ered for aptamer-protein interactions and were selected for further
refinement using MD simulations.
Figure 3. Molecular design of a 3D structure of Gli-233 and Gli-55 aptamers an

(A) Structures of the Gli-233 aptamer: secondary structure (1); 3D structure after molecul

SAXS curves calculated from the bead models based on the p(r) (green) and from the

structures (green beads) and their 3D models (pink volume) (2). (C) Structures of the Gli

data of the Gli-55 aptamer. (E) MD simulations of Gli-233-protein interaction at three bin

shown as blue spheres.
We identified three potential binding sites around the CTT region
of the a chain of the tubulin dimer (Figures 3E1–E3). Some of these
ions held their positions during MD simulation time. This effect
could explain the role of post-translational modifications of tubulin
in aptamer specificity. Several polyglutamylations and polyglycila-
tions of CTT result in forming of a large and branched protein
domain, which also carries a negative charge. This region could
form Na+-mediated bonds between the aptamer and protein more
effectively.

For the comparison, we used the following parameters: the number of
hydrogen bonds between the aptamer and protein, the number of Na+

ions caged between the protein and aptamer, and the similarity
(RMSD of heavy atom positions) of the aptamer structure in the com-
plex with the protein in water. The average values for these quantities
over the MD trajectories are presented in Table S4.

Over these binding sites, no. 2 provided the smallest number of
hydrogen bonds and caged Na+ ions. The RMSD property was also
not the best one. Overall, sites nos. 1 and 2 were better candidates
for binding. In site no. 1, more Na+ ions were involved in aptamer-
protein binding than in no. 3 (by 0.6 on average), while site no. 3 pro-
vided more hydrogen bonds (by 0.9 on average). However, the struc-
ture of the aptamer in site no. 3 closely resembled its structure in the
water solution: the RMSD value was only 7.75 (compared with the
value of 5.72 for the free aptamer and 9.16 for site no. 1).

Identification of glioma CTCs in the blood

CTCs are promising biomarkers for GBM diagnosis and prognosis.7,8

The most common CTC isolation strategies rely on the expression of
cancer cell surface markers such as epithelial cell adhesion molecules
and cytokeratins, which are absent in brain tumors.40 STCs from
aggressive non-epithelial brain tumors could be isolated only using
physical methods (filtration, separation in the density gradient, mi-
crofluidic separation) followed by secondary immunostaining, ge-
netic, telomerase activity, or FISH analysis.40–43

We applied the magnetic separation technique. The biotinylated ap-
tamer Gli-233 on streptavidin-coated magnetic beads efficiently
captured CTCs with glial tumor origin from the blood, and aptamer
Gli-55 was used to stain these cells specifically. Fluid biopsy with ap-
tamer-based CTC isolation and identification was performed for 17
patients with astrocytoma (grades II and IV) before neurosurgery
and for 3 of them in dynamics. The number of CTCs before the sur-
gery varied from 3 to 119 cells in 3.5 mL of blood for each patient (Fig-
ure 4A; Table 1). The average number of CTCs in the blood increased
in high-grade astrocytoma.
d Gli-233 binding to a protein target

ar dynamics (MD) simulations (2). (B) Experimental SAXS data fitted by the theoretical

MD models (red) of the Gli-233 aptamer (1); an overlap of aptamer’s SAXS-derived

-55 aptamer: secondary (1); 3D structure (2). (D) Experimental and theoretical SAXS

ding sites to the tubulin dimer (1–3). The ɑ-tubulin chain is gray, and Na+ and ns are
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Figure 4. Aptamer-mediated detection of CTCs in the blood of patients with astrocytoma of different grades

(A) CTC count in 3.5 mL of the blood of astrocytoma patients who underwent neurosurgery. (B) Images of CTCs isolated from blood. (C) Images of CTCs isolated from

cerebrospinal fluid. Magnification 40�. Scale bars, 20 mm, 50 mm.

Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids
The numbers of CTCs before the surgery were much higher (18, 49,
and 36 cells for patients 2, 3, and 5 with astrocytoma, grade II) than in
the remission period (1, 10, and 1 cell for the same patients) and
increased after tumor relapse to 3, 27, and 7 cells, respectively
274 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 32 June 2023
(Figures 4A and 4B; Table 1). Interestingly, the same anti-GBM ap-
tamers were applied to isolate and count individual CTCs from glio-
blastoma patients’ blood and cerebrospinal fluid. In two cases (pa-
tients 6 and 13), CTCs were also found in cerebrospinal fluid in



Table 1. Clinical characteristics of patients with astrocytoma and the number of CTCs detected in the blood

Patient/gender/
age/surgery no.

Histologic type,
grade Tumor location Therapy

No. of CTCs
before
the surgery/in
remission/at
relapse

PFS after first/
second tumor
resection
(months)

Overall
survival
time after
diagnosis
(months)

Quality of life,
before the
surgery/in
remission period
(Karnofsky
scale, %)

Patient 1/female/
67/2

astrocytoma,
grade II (relapse)

the left temporal
lobe of the brain

tumor resection (2 times),
chemo- and radiotherapy

43 6 16 80/90

Patient 2/female/
43/2

astrocytoma,
grade II (relapse)

the left parietal,
occipital lobe of the
brain, posterior parts
of the left lateral ventricle

tumor resection (3 times),
chemo- and radiotherapy

18/1/3 12/5 23.5
80/90
60/60

Patient 3/male/
38/2

astrocytoma,
grade II (relapse)

the left temporal lobe,
the lower horn of the
left lateral ventricle

tumor resection (2 times),
chemo- and radiotherapy

49/10/27 5.5 15
80/80
20/30

Patient 7/female/
68/1

astrocytoma,
grade II (relapse)

the left occipital and parietal
lobe of the brain’s left
lateral ventricle

tumor resection (2 times),
chemo- and radiotherapy

38 17 25 80/80

Patient 12/female/
78/1

astrocytoma,
grade II

the left temporal lobe
of the brain

tumor resection, chemo-
and radiotherapy

12 11 15 70/80

Patient 14/female/
59/1

astrocytoma,
grade II

the left temporal lobe
of the brain

tumor resection, chemo-
and radiotherapy

7 15 18 60/80

Patient 15/male/
69/1

astrocytoma,
grade II

the left frontal lobe
of the brain

tumor resection, chemo-
and radiotherapy

13 N/A N/A 60/80

Patient 16/female/
53/1

astrocytoma,
grade II

the parietal lobe of the brain
tumor resection, chemo-
and radiotherapy

3/N/A/N/A/0 N/A 23 80/80

Patient 5
/male/21/2

astrocytoma,
grade III (relapse)

the left frontal, parietal, and
temporal lobes of the brain,
left lateral ventricle,
visual hillock

tumor resection (2 times),
chemo- and radiotherapy

36/1/7 7/2 13
80/90
40/70

Patient 6/female/
67/1

astrocytoma,
grade III (relapse)

the left temporal and parietal
lobes left lateral ventricle

tumor resection
34/N/A/N/A/
<1000

6 7 30/40

Patient 9/male/
42/1

astrocytoma,
grade III

the left parietal, occipital and
temporal lobe of the brain,
spreading to the lateral
ventricle, mediobasal parts of
the left frontal lobe

tumor resection, chemo-
and radiotherapy

55 9 10 80/80

Patient 13/female/
57/1

astrocytoma,
grade III

the frontal lobe of the brain
tumor resection, chemo-
and radiotherapy

29/N/A/N/A/
<1000

N/A 5 60/60

Patient 4
/female/42/2

astrocytoma,
grade IV (GBM)
(relapse)

the right parietal lobe, right
lateral ventricle, middle parts
of the corpus callosum

tumor resection (2 times),
chemo- and radiotherapy,
gamma knife

119 5 13.5 30/30

Patient 8/female/
72/1

astrocytoma,
grade IV (GBM)

deep departments of the left
temporal lobe.

tumor resection, chemo-
and radiotherapy

68 5 9 60/60

Patient 10/female/
39/2

astrocytoma,
grade IV (GBM)

the left parietal, occipital,
and temporal lobes of the
brain, extending into
the lateral ventricle, the
medio-different sections of
the left frontal lobe

tumor resection, chemo-
and radiotherapy,
gamma knife

27/0/2 38 50 60/80

Patient 11/male/
63/2

astrocytoma,
grade IV (GBM)

the right parietal lobe
of the brain

tumor resection 31 N/A 3 40/40

Patient 17/male/
67/3

astrocytoma,
grade IV (GBM)

the left frontal lobe tumor resection 98 0.5 1 30/30

GBM, glioblastoma
multiforme; N/A,
no data available.
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large numbers (more than 1,000 cells in 1.5 mL). One patient (16) did
not possess CTCs in cerebrospinal fluid (Figure 4C; Table 1). The
representative laser scanning microscopy images of blood and cere-
brospinal fluid CTCs are shown in Figures 4B1–B6, 4C1, and 4C2,
respectively.

Gli-233 and Gli-55 significantly improved the isolation process and
could be utilized further for CTC capture in blood and cerebrospinal
fluid to investigate glioma CTCs for clinical significance and tumor
monitoring.

Evaluation of aptamers ex vivo

To assess the aptamer binding to brain tumor ex vivo, we tested both
Gli-233 and Gli-55 on resected brain tumors from different patients.
The solution of two aptamers conjugated with Brilliant Violet 650
fluorescent dye (Gli-233BV, Gli-55BV) was sprayed immediately on
freshly isolated postoperative tissues. The fluorescent images were
captured 1 min after the aptamer application and washing with
DPBS using a surgical fluorescence microscope. The aptamers
demonstrated strong binding to glial tumors (Figure 5A) but not to
meningiomas (Figure 5B) and relatively healthy tissues from the peri-
tumoral region (Figure 5C). Analysis of thin tissue sections confirmed
the aptamers binding to glial tumor cells but not healthy ones. In con-
trol experiments, a nonspecific oligonucleotide conjugated with Bril-
liant Violet 650 dye and the free dye without the attached aptamer
showed no significant fluorescence (Figure S5). Autofluorescence of
tumors was not observed in the registered emission range from 620
to 710 nm. This staining could be used for precise sampling during
the surgery for tissue characterization, grading, and molecular ana-
lyses (Figure 6). Histopathological examinations of the selected
samples of astrocytoma tissues (Figures 6A2, 6A3, 6B2, and 6B3)
were performed using immunohistochemical staining with the anti-
bodies such as anti-GFAP (Figures 6A4 and 6B4) or anti-KI-67
(Figures 6A5 and 6B5), individual aptamers anti-GFAP Gli-55 and
anti-TUBA1C Gli-233, or in combination (Figures 6A3 and 6B3),
and histological analyses with hematoxylin and eosin (Figures 6A6
and 6B6). These aptamers may be used as a contrasting agent during
fluorescence-guided surgery. Their average tumor-to-background ra-
tio (TBR) for Gli-233BV and Gli-55BV was calculated from the mean
fluorescence intensity and equaled 1.898; for margin zones TBR was
1.4, and for the tumor zones TBR was 4.5 (Figure S6). The combina-
tion of Gli-233BV and Gli-55BV distinguished tumor and margin
zones (Figure S7) well, and the aptamers penetrated 6 mm deeply
into the tumor (Figure S8A) and did not stain the vasculature
(Figure S8B).

In vivo visualization of human glioblastoma xenotransplantation

in mice

To demonstrate in vivo utility of the aptamers applied to post-opera-
tive human tissues, we used an improved immunosuppression proto-
col for the development of tumor xenografts in mice.44

This protocol has been developed for the lung cancer model by Jivra-
jani et al.45 Here, we modified it to achieve the proper growth of hu-
276 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 32 June 2023
man glial tumors in mice brains. The model of orthotropic xenotrans-
plantation of human tumors in immunosuppressed animals simulates
the development of human gliomas.46 Histopathological features
of these tumors are close to those in humans due to the partial inhi-
bition of the immune system. In our study, ICR mice were immuno-
suppressed with cyclosporine (suppressing interleukin-1 and
interleukin-2 release, required for the activation of T lymphocytes
and proliferation of activated T lymphocytes, respectively), cyclo-
phosphamide (significantly reduces the number of neutrophils, B
and T cells, and natural killers), and ketoconazole (inhibits cyto-
chrome p450, which metabolizes cyclosporine) for a week before tu-
mor transplantation and 2 days after transplantation, which was
enough to achieve a proper tumor growth without any histological ev-
idence of immune activation within 5 weeks after transplantation. No
mice mortality was registered until the end of the study. Direct cyclo-
sporine and cyclophosphamide influence on glioma was avoided
since these drugs were not administered during the extensive growth
of the tumor.

We developed the primary cell culture (consisting of tumor stroma
cells attached to the bottom of the well and neurospheres) from the pa-
tient with confirmed astrocytoma grade IV (Figures 7A1 and 7A2).
Obtained tumor cells (Figure 7A3) were inoculated into the mice
brains through the cranial window, the puncture was covered with hy-
drogel medium, and the skin incision was sutured (Figure 7A4).

We noticed that the tumors inoculated through the cranial window
grew faster than those injected through the puncture. MRI with Om-
niscan contrasting was performed to monitor the tumor develop-
ment. Three weeks after transplantation, the tumor was large enough
(Figure 7A5) to visualize in vivo using fluorescent- or radiolabeled ap-
tamers. To demonstrate the possibility of using the aptamers as a tu-
mor contrast agent during the surgical intervention (Figure 7B1),
Cy5-labeled Gli-233 was applied to the tumor grown for 3 weeks in
mouse brains through the cranial window washed with PBS. The tu-
mor stained with Cy5-labeled Gli-233 was illuminated by a DFP
Green LED (NIGHTSEA) and visualized using the surgical micro-
scope OPMI PICO (Carl Zeiss, Germany) with red fluorescence filter
(NIGHTSEA) (Figure 7B2). The histological analyses (Figures 7B3
and 7B5) and laser scanning microscopy (Figure 7B4) of the brain
proved the presence of the tumor and specific aptamer staining after
the autopsy. A control Cy5-labeled unrelated aptamer showed no suf-
ficient fluorescence (Figure S9A).

For PET/CT visualization of the xenotransplanted human glioma
in vivo, an 11C-labeled aptamer was synthesized using a previously
developed protocol.47 The 11C-Gli-233 accumulation was found in
the brain and lungs of mice with transplanted glioma (Figure 7C1),
while the unrelated aptamer was not found (Figure S9B). An autopsy
revealed the presence of a primary tumor node in the brain (Fig-
ure 7C2) and metastasis in the lungs (Figure 7C4). Histological ana-
lyses indicated that the tumor found in the brain was astrocytoma
(Figure 7C3), and cancer in the lungs had similar histological features
(Figure 7C5).



Figure 5. Evaluation of aptamer binding ex vivo

(A) Fluorescent imaging of brain tissues from different patients with astrocytoma;MRI of patient brains with gliomas (1, 5, 9); light microscopy of corresponding resected tumor

tissues (2, 6, 10); fluorescence microscopy of the tumor tissues stained with Gli-233BV and Gli-55BV (3, 7, 11�), 40�magnified areas of the stained tumor tissues (4, 8, 12).

(B) Light (2, 5) and fluorescence microscopy of brain meningioma tissues from different patients stained with Gli-233BV and Gli-55BV (3, 6�), 40� magnified areas of the

stainedmeningioma tissues (4, 7). (S) Light (C1, C4) and fluorescent (C2, C5) imaging of relatively healthy brain tissues from the peritumoral region, 40�magnified areas of the

stained meningioma tissues (3, 6). Magnification 1.5–6�, 40�. Scale bars, 20 mm, 10 mm, 7 mm, 5 mm, 50 mm.
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Preclinical acute toxicity studies of the aptamers

For in vivo application, we also studied the acute toxicity of
pooled Gli-55 and Gli-233 in rats (Tables S5–S16, supplemental
videos, and spreadsheets S17–S20). The fluorescent aptamers
showed no acute toxicity. General conditions of the animals,
including body weight gain and feed intake, and the central ner-
vous and cardiovascular systems, remained normal. No morpho-
logical changes to the internal organs and their masses and al-
terations of biochemical and hematological parameters were
observed. Based on the conducted toxicity study, administered
intravenously, aptamers were safe in the therapeutic dose (0.7
pM/kg) and in 50 times excess (35 pM/kg). Therefore, Gli-55
and Gli-233 were recommended for further preclinical and clin-
ical studies.
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DISCUSSION
Glial brain tumor symptoms are not specific; its diagnosis is based on
MRI studies and confirmed by histopathological and molecular anal-
ysis, unfortunately, mainly in the advanced stages of the disease.
Improving astrocytoma diagnostics is extremely important. Specific
agents for fluid biopsy analyses, PET/CT, MRI, and intraoperative
staining of tumor margins need to be developed to improve patient
diagnostics and survival rates. Aptamers are promising for targeting
aggressive glioma cells in tissues, blood, and spinal cord fluid.48

Aptamers Gli-233 and Gli-55 were selected for freshly resected astro-
cytomas of different grades. Computer simulations and experimental
examinations studied their structural and binding features. TUBA1C
and GFAP were proposed as potential targets for Gli-233 and Gli-55,
respectively. The isoform of a-tubulin is a prognostic marker in
gliomas that promotes cell proliferation and is involved in cell-cycle
progression. It correlates with immune cell infiltration in the tumor
microenvironment and is a biomarker of poor prognosis and immu-
notherapy outcomes.49 Thus, it may be considered a potential target
for glial tumor therapeutics.50,51

Immunohistochemical staining for GFAP is a routine practice associ-
ated with patient overall and long-term survival.52 Thus, Gli-233 and
Gli-55 could be used for the histological characterization of astrocy-
tomas and accurate sampling after tumor resection or tissue biopsies.

A fluid biopsy is a less invasive procedure; however, analyses of CTCs
extracted from blood can be very informative. CTC count and molec-
ular typing could help clinicians to characterize a tumor, diagnose the
degree and the risk of metastasis or recurrence, and could be used to
monitor progression and treatment response.8 However, data on
CTCs in glioma are limited to date, as their use as glioma biomarkers
started recently.41,44 The main problem of CTC detection in patients
with glial brain tumors is the absence of EpCAM and cytokeratins,
traditional markers of epithelial tumors. For this reason, new
methods were developed to determine CTCs in the plasma of patients
with glial brain tumors, including assessing EGFR gene amplification,
deletion of chromosome fragments, telomerase expression, determi-
nation of chromosomal aberrations, etc.53,54 However, these strategies
take time and effort. Using aptamers specific to glioblastoma cells
makes it possible to identify CTCs in the blood of patients with glial
brain tumors quickly and with high accuracy.

Despite advanced imaging technologies and reliable radiopharmaceu-
ticals and amino acid PET tracers, such as 18F-labeled fluoroethyl-
tyrosine and 11C-labeled methyl-L-methionine, that have been devel-
oped lately, differential diagnosis, recurrence, and treatment-related
changes in gliomas are still an unsolved problem.55 Radiopharmaceu-
ticals based on aptamers specifically targeting aggressive brain tumors
Figure 6. Aptamers for the histological analyses of astrocytoma

(A) MRI (1) and fluorescent imaging of tumor tissues of the patient with astrocytoma, gra

the correspondent tissues (3); immunohistochemical staining with anti-GFAP (4), anti-K

MRI and tumor tissue images of a patient with astrocytoma, grade IV. Magnification 4�
could sufficiently improve diagnostics. Here, we demonstrated that
aptamers could be easily modified with 11C radionuclide and utilized
for PET/CT visualization of brain glioma and its metastasis. However,
use of a [11C] aptamer may be limited due to the need for an on-site
cyclotron facility.

Thus, aptamers Gli-233 and Gli-55 are promising for glioma PET/CT
imaging, intraoperative visualization, and CTC-specific capture.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient-derived tumor samples

The study was approved by the Local Committee on Ethics of the
Krasnoyarsk State Medical University in Krasnoyarsk, Russia (no.
37/2012 of 01/31/2012) and the Local Committee on Ethics in Kras-
noyarsk Inter-District Ambulance Hospital named after N.S. Karpo-
vich, Krasnoyarsk, Russia (20/11/2016). Tumor tissues were taken
from patients with glioma, meningioma, and brain metastases who
had undergone complete curative resection of their disease in
Krasnoyarsk Inter-District Ambulance Hospital, named after N.S.
Karpovich. All brain tumor specimens were collected with the written
informed consent of patients. Solid tumors were removed aseptically
and immediately immersed in an ice-cold colorless Dulbecco’s modi-
fied Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 1,000 U mL�1

penicillin G and 1,000 mg L�1 streptomycin. Samples were trans-
ported on ice to the laboratory within 2–4 h after resection. Experi-
ments with a surgical fluorescent microscope were done immediately
after resection in the hospital.

Preparation of tumor cells from resected brain samples

Solid tumor specimens were rinsed twice with DMEM supplemented
with 100 U mL�1 penicillin G and 100 mg L�1 streptomycin. Tissues
were minced with scissors, and blood vessels, necrotic tissues, and
blood clots were removed; the remaining tissues were dissociated
into small aggregates by pipetting. The cell suspension was taken
for aptamer selection, binding analyses, and primary cell culture
growth.

Aptamer selection and binding analysis

DNA aptamers were selected based on the tissue-SELEX procedure
described previously for lung cancer tissues using the Harvard
DNA library in DPBS (140 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM
Na2HPO4, 1.8 mM KH2PO4 [pH 7.6]).11 The Harvard library was
originally designed in Liu’s laboratory at Harvard University.56 The
100 nucleotide DNA library consists of a 60 base length variable in-
ternal region with three stems and loops flanked on either side by
20 base length constant primer regions. The final form of the library
is 50-CTC CTC TGA CTG TAA CCA CGN’ N00 N0 N00 N0 N00 N0 N00

NN N0 N00 N0 N00 N0 N00 N0 N00 N0 N00 NNN N0 N00 N0 N00 N0 N00 N0 N00
de II, stained ex vivo with Gli-233BV and Gli-55BV (2); laser scanning microscopy of

i67 (5) antibodies; and histological staining with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) (6). (B)

, 20�, 40�. Scale bars, 0.5 cm, 100 mm.
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N0 N00 NNN0 N00 N0 N00 N0 N00 N0 N00 N0 N00 NNNN0 N00 N’N’Y N0 N0

N00 G CAT AGG TAG TCC AGA AGC C-30 where N is a nucleotide
mixture that produces the ratio of A/C/G/T as 1:1:1:1, N0 is a mixture
that has the ratio of A/C/G/T as 45:5:45:5, and N00 is a mixture that
produces the ratio of A/C/G/T as 5:45:5:45.

The first round of selection started with the positive selection step.
The cells derived from fresh glioma tissue samples were incubated
with yeast RNA for 20 min, followed by centrifugation, after that
500 mL DPBS containing 1 mmol L�1 DNA library was added to the
cell pellet and incubated for 30 min at 25�C and then centrifuged at
3,500 � g for 10 min at 25�C to remove unbound aptamers followed
by washing with 1 mL of DPBS. The pellet was resuspended in 95 mL
of 10 mmol L�1 Tris-HCl buffer containing 10 mmol L�1 EDTA (pH
7.4) (TE buffer) and heated for 10 min at 95�C to release aptamers
from tumor cells. Once the cells were denatured, debris was removed
by centrifugation at 14,000� g for 15 min at 4�C, and the supernatant
containing the aptamers was collected and stored at �20�C. Tumor-
binding aptamers were amplified using symmetric and asymmetric
PCR. For symmetric PCR, 5 mL of the aptamer pool in TE buffer
was mixed with 45 mL of symmetric PCR Master Mix containing:
1� PCR buffer, 2.5 mmol L�1 MgCl2, 0.025 U mL�1 KAPA2G Hot-
Start Robust polymerase (KAPA Biosystems), a 220 mmol L�1 equi-
molar solution of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP (dNTPs),
300 nmol L�1 of the forward primer (50-CTC CTC TGA CTG TAA
CCA CG-30), and 300 nmol L�1 of the reverse primer (50-GGC
TTC TGG ACT ACC TAT GC-30). Afterward, asymmetric PCR
was performed: 5 mL of the symmetric PCR product from the previous
amplification reaction was mixed with 45 mL of the asymmetric PCR
Master Mix containing: 1� PCR buffer, 2.5 mmol L�1 MgCl2, 0.025 U
mL�1 KAPA2G HotStart Robust polymerase, 220 mmol L�1 dNTPs,
1 mmol L�1 forward FAM-labeled primer (50-FAM- CTC TGA
CTG TAA CCA CG-30), and 50 nmol L�1 reverse primer (50-GGC
TTC TGG ACT ACC TAT GC-30). Amplifications were performed
using the following PCR program: preheat for 2min at 95�C, 15 cycles
of 30 s at 95�C, 15 s at 56�C, 15 s at 72�C, and hold at 4�C. The con-
centration of PCR products was estimated by separating FAM-labeled
DNA on 3% (w/w) agarose gel electrophoresis.

In negative selection, benign tumor tissues or metastasis in the brain
from the other tumors and healthy tissues from peritumoral regions
and blood vessels in DPBS were used. The minced tissues were incu-
bated for 30 min at 25�C in 500 mL DPBS with 100 nmol L�1 aptamer
pool from a previous round and then centrifuged at 3,500 � g for
10 min at 25�C to collect unbound sequences. The unbound
Figure 7. In vivo visualization of xenotransplanted human glioma in mice

(A) Xenotransplantation of the primary cell cultures (1) and neurospheres (2) into cranial

hydrogel GrowDex (3), and MRI visualization 3 weeks after transplantation with Omnisca

tumor in mouse brains stained with the Cy5-labeled aptamer Gli-233 during the surgica

area, laser scanning (Cy5-labeled aptamer, red channel; autofluorescence, green chann

(3). (C) PET/CT visualization (1), autopsy (2, 4), and histological analyses (3, 5) of the mai

regions of fluorescent tumors stained with Gli-233Cy5, black and red arrows show ast

autopsy, and dashed circles include tumor areas. Magnification 4�, 10�, 40�. Scale
sequences were used for following positive selection as described
above. In total, six rounds of selection for different patient tissues
were performed (supplemental materials; Table S1). According to
the binding analyses, the best pool was sequenced at Eurofins Geno-
mics (Louisville, KY).

Aptamer sequence analysis

The best selection rounds were sequenced; therefore, we looked at
the leaders by the number of copies and family formation. A bio-
informatic approach was used to identify lead aptamers from 20,469
sequences from NGS results. The primary dataset can be found at
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1adu9ZphI-LJv0EnvIqTonQ7j112VheZ
S/view?usp=sharing. The aptamer pool P was admitted as a set of words
in the alphabet fA;T;G;Cg. Eachwordwwas characterized by its length
and the number of copies in pool f ðwÞ. To estimate the similarity of two
words w1 and w2 of equal length we used the Hamming distance dðw1;

w2Þ, i.e., thenumberof positionsatwhich the corresponding symbols are
different. To estimate the similarity of two arbitrarywordsw1 andw2 we
used the function gðx;w1;w2Þ = minfdðv1;v2Þg, where vj is a subword
of the length x of the word wj. Note, that gðx;w1;w2Þ= 0 if and only if
words w1 and w2 contain equal subwords of the length x.

We defined the family of aptamer a by Ug
x ðaÞ = fw˛P : gðx; a;

wÞ%gg. If g is small, the set Ug
x ðaÞ consists of those aptamers

from P that have similar subwords of the length x with the word a.
To characterize the size of the family we used the number
f gx ðaÞ =

P

w˛Ug
x

f ðwÞ.

Families for the sequenced pool were formed using parameters x =

55, g = 15.

Flow cytometric aptamer affinity analysis

The affinity of aptamer pools and individual aptamer clones
was measured by flow cytometry using an FC-500 Flow Cytometer
(Beckman Coulter). The data were analyzed with Kaluza software
(Beckman Coulter). In brief, glioma cells were incubated with mask-
ing DNA (0.1 mg mL�1 of masking yeast tRNA) in 500 mL of DPBS
for 15 min at 24�C to reduce nonspecific binding. Experiments were
performed in triplicate and represented as the average of the three
measurements with the error bar lengths corresponding to the sample
standard deviation. The sample containing 250,000 cells was incu-
bated in 50 nM FAM-labeled aptamers or FAM-ssDNA library (as
a control) for 30 min at 25�C in DPBS. The cells were washed twice
with 1 mL of DPBS, resuspended in 0.5 mL of DPBS, and subjected
windows of immunosuppressed mice (4) using a Hamilton syringe in 3D cell-culture

n (gadolinium) as a contrast (5). (B) Fluorescence-assisted in situ visualization of the

l intervention in vivo (2) supported with the light microscopy (1) of the correspondent

el) (4), and light microscopy of the same tissues stained with hematoxylin and eosin

n tumor in the brain (2, 3) and its metastasis in the lungs (4, 5). White arrows indicate

rocytoma cells in brain sections, green arrows show tumor regions in PET/CT and

bars, 100 mm, 200 mm, 500 mm.
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to flow cytometry within 30 min. To find EC50, the concentration of
DNA at which half of it was bound to cells, 250,000 cells were tested
with varying concentrations (1–300 nM) of FAM-labeled aptamers in
flow cytometric experiments. The mean fluorescence intensity of
bound to DNA was used to calculate EC50 by fitting the dependence
of mean fluorescence of the DNA binding to the concentration of the
aptamers to the equation Y = MFsat � X/(EC50 + X), where MFsat is
the mean fluorescence at saturation.

Identification of aptamer protein targets by mass spectrometry

Protein targets of aptamers were identified using an affinity purifica-
tion procedure based on a modified AptaBiD protocol.22 In brief,
post-surgical tumor tissues were chopped, washed twice with DPBS,
and lysed in 0.1% (v/v) sodium deoxycholate. The supernatant ob-
tained after centrifugation at 14,000 � g for 20 min at 4�C was incu-
bated with masking yeast tRNA (1 mg mL�1) and, afterward, with a
synthetic 40-nt scrambled DNA sequence (50 nM) for blocking
nonspecific binding. Then, the solution was incubated with a bio-
tinylated aptamer (50 nM) in DPBS for 30 min and then with
50 mg of streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads (Promega) for the
same time. The beads with aptamer-protein complexes were pulled
down by a magnet and washed four times with DPBS. Protein targets
were dissociated from aptamer-coated beads by adding 30 mL of 8 M
urea and incubating for 60 min. The beads were retained with the
magnet, and the supernatant was removed and stored at �20�C. A
fraction of denatured proteins (5 mL) was diluted with 50 mL of
50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH 8.1) and digested for 16 h at
37�C with porcine trypsin (sequencing grade, modified; Promega)
at a ratio of 1:20. The peptide mixture was extracted and purified us-
ing a ready-to-use pipette tip filled with C18 spherical silica reverse-
phase material (ZipTip C18, Millipore). Peptides were eluted with
10 mL of 80% methanol/1% formic acid.

Protein identification was performed by liquid chromatography and
mass spectrometry using a Dionex UltiMate 3000 UHPLC and Orbi-
trap Fusion Tribrid (Thermo Scientific) equipped with a nanoflow
electrospray ionization source. The experiments were repeated four
times for each patient. Tissue samples from eight patients were
analyzed in five independent series, and only the proteins found in
most samples (excluding common contaminants) were considered
reliably identified. The search for post-translational modifications
was performed by Proteome Discoverer 1.4 software with the Sequest
HT search engine. The following seven modifications were set as vari-
ables: deamidation, phosphorylation, glycosylation, acetylation,
methylation, palmitoylation, N-terminal, and acetylation. Polyglycy-
lation and polyglutamylation of tubulin were searched separately in
various combinations of length. The search results were filtered,
and only modified peptides were selected. Values of peptide spectra
match (PSM) between modified and non-modified peptides were
considered as a degree of modification. Only peptides with prevalence
in PSM for the modified type or not presented as non-modified were
selected as reliable. The primary data can be found at Glazyrin, Yury
(2022), “Mass Spectrometry Data,” Mendeley Data, V2, https://doi.
org/10.17632/nvn5spksw8.2.
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Identification of the aptamer tertiary structures with SAXS

Synchrotron SAXS data from Gli-233 were collected on the BioSAXS
beamline at ESRF (France) by the Dectris Pilatus 1M detector. The sam-
ple-to-detector distance was 2.849 m, and the wavelength of the X-ray
beam was 0.9919 Å. The aptamer was diluted to concentrations of 0.8,
4.0, and 8.2 mg mL�1 in DPBS buffer with calcium and magnesium.
Additional SAXS measurements in the solution without Ca2+ and
Mg2+ ions (concentrations of Gli-233 were 0.8 and 4.0 mg mL�1) were
carried out to check the influence of their presence on the structure for-
mationof the aptamer. Before SAXS, all aptamer solutionswere heated to
90�C and then cooled to 4�C. The solution at each concentrationwas ex-
ported by X-rays 10 times by 0.5 s in a flow regime to mitigate the radi-
ation damage. The scattering intensities I(s) were recorded and radially
averaged, and the SAXS measurements of the buffer were subtracted.
The recorded range of momentum transfer was 0.1 < s < 3.5 nm�1 (is
defined as s = 4p sin(q)/l, where q is the scattering angle). SAXS data
processing was performed in the ATSAS software suite.57 Data from
the three SAXS curveswere extrapolated to zero concentration to exclude
the concentration-dependent influence on the data. The radius of gyra-
tionRgwas determined byGuinier approximation and from the distance
distribution function p(r), which is obtained by the indirect Fourier
transformation of the SAXS 1D curve and represents a whole number
of distances between scattering centers in the molecule. Construction
of the real space pair-distance distribution function is implemented
into theprogramGNOM.Using the SAXS intensity curve, calculateddis-
tance distribution functions, as well as an averaged autocorrelation func-
tion, an aptamer structuremodelwas obtained in theDAMMIFprogram
by the Monte Carlo method, which provides the iterative selection of
models, generating a scattering pattern from each model and obtaining
a curve repeating more precisely the experimental result. Calculation
of the theoretical scattering curves and their fitting with experimental
SAXS data were performed using the program CRYSOL. For a rapid su-
perposition of low- and high-resolution models, the program SUPALM
was used through the SASpy plugin in the program PyMOL.58

SAXS data for the Gli-55 aptamer were obtained at the P12 BioSAXS
beamline (EMBL) at the Petra III storage ring of the synchrotron cen-
ter DESY, Hamburg. The eluent of the employed chromatography
column was passed through a 1.7-mm quartz capillary held under
vacuum. The SAXS data were recorded on a Pilatus 6M area detector
(Dectris) at a sample-to-detector distance of 3 m and the wavelength
l = 0.124 nm (X-ray energy 10 keV) at room temperature 20.4�C. Se-
ries of individual 1-s exposure X-ray data frames were measured from
the continuously flowing column eluate across one column volume.
The 2D SAXS intensities were reduced to I(s) vs. s using the integrated
analysis pipeline SASFLOW.59 The s axis was calibrated with silver
behenate and the resulting profiles were normalized for exposure
time and sample transmission. To distinguish the oligomeric constit-
uents in the solution the joint technique of size-exclusion chromatog-
raphy with SAXS (SEC-SAXS) was applied (Figure S2). To decom-
pose the partially overlapping components in SEC-SAXS data the
evolving factor analysis was applied using the program EFAMIX.60

Further SAXS data processing was the same as for Gli-233. Experi-
mental SAXS data were fitted with the theoretical SAXS curve
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calculated from the molecular model of the aptamer in the program
CRYSOL, and spatial alignment into a 3D-fit of the SAXS bead model
with the MD-simulation model of Gli-55 was performed in the pro-
gram PyMOL using SASpy plugin.58

Molecular design of the aptamer 3D structures

The secondary structures of the aptamers were predicted using the
online software OligoAnalyzer 3.1.33 The simulations were done
assuming ionic conditions of Na+ (146 mM) and Mg2+ (0.5 mM) at
4�C and 20�C for Gli-233 and Gli-55, respectively. Modeling and
visualization of the aptamer spatial structures were performed by
Avogadro and Facio programs.61 Atomic structures were optimized
using the FMO method in the framework of the DFTB.62,63 The sol-
vent effects were described within the PCM. Quantum chemical cal-
culations were carried out using the GAMESS program.64

Identification of a functional region of the aptamer

To determine the probable functional area of Glibraces tamer, the win-
dow size x˛f8; 9;.; 15g braces threshold g˛f0; 1; 2; 3g were set.
For each pair ðx;gÞ the set of x-mers of the aptamer Gli-233 was con-
structed, after which for each x-mer b the familyUg

x ðbÞ was determined
in the gliomapool and the value of f gx ðbÞwas calculated. The distribution
f gx ðbÞ demonstrates themost pronounced localmaximumat x = 9;g =

3, b = TGAACGGAC. The subword TGAACGGAC was chosen as the
candidate for the binding site of the aptamer Gli-233 with a protein.

Tubulin structure prediction

To date, there is no known experimental structure of the human
tubulin-ɑ-1C (hTBA1C)protein. In the current study, the hTBA1C sec-
ondary structure was predicted by homology modeling using the
SwissModel service.65 The model with the best QMEAN score (tem-
plate: PDB 5KX5, Ovis aries tubulin-ɑ-1A) was selected for the next
steps.66 The predicted structure misses several residues from the CTT.
The a-helical structure of missing CTT residues was constructed using
VMD software and carefully attached to the CTT of the hTBA1C.67

Tubulins usually exist in the cytoplasm as heterodimers of ɑ- and
b-tubulin chains. As a partner for hTBA1C, we used the human
b-tubulin 2B isotype (hTBB2B), which is commonly observed in glial
cells. The experimental structure of human tubulin-b-2B (PDB:
6E7C) was used in this work, and the missing residues were recovered
using the SwissModel service. The CTT of b-tubulin was built in the
same way as the CTT of the hTBA1C. The structure of a hetero-dimer
of tubulin a and b chains was obtained by structural alignment of
hTBA1C and hTBB2Bmodels to the experimental structure of similar
hetero-dimer (human tubulin a-1B and b-2B, PDB: 6E7C). Residue
clashes were identified by visual inspection of the interface between
tubulin units and carefully eliminated, considering the experimental
configurations of corresponding residues. Several post-translational
modifications (PTMs) were applied to the CTT of the tubulin-a
chain, namely: monoglycylation of residue 433 and polyglutamyla-
tion of residues 445 (2�), 447 (1�), and 448 (5�x). The resulting
model contains a tubulin-ɑ chain with PTMs, a tubulin-b chain,
two bound GTP molecules, and two Mg2+ ions.
Relaxation of tubulin dimer structure

The structure of the tubulin dimer was submerged into a water box
with a size of 12 � 10 � 13 nm. The net charge of the protein was
compensated by putting the corresponding amount of Na+ ions
into the bulk. Then, extra Na+ and Cl� ions were added to the phys-
iological concentration (0.15 mol L�1). The structure of the solvated
dimer was first minimized for 1,000 steepest descent steps to remove
the strain. The resulting structure was equilibrated during 100 ns MD
simulation. The last 70 ns of theMD trajectory were clustered, and the
cluster centers were used for aptamer docking.

Aptamer docking

In this study, the docking simulations were performed using
HDOCK, a web server of a hybrid docking algorithm of template-
based modeling and free docking, in which cases with misleading
templates can be rescued by the free docking protocol.39 During the
docking calculation, all of the default parameters were used.

Aptamer-tubulin complex dynamics

Structures of three aptamer-protein complexes predicted by docking
were put into a solvent environment using the procedure described
above for the tubulin dimer. The only difference is that a slightly
larger water box size of 13� 12� 15 nm was used before the produc-
tion of the MD simulation, and the ion shell of the solute was addi-
tionally relaxed for 30 ns while keeping the aptamer and protein close
to their initial positions. It was achieved by applying positional re-
straints to the Ca atoms of the protein and phosphorus atoms of
the aptamer. After that, 100 to 300 ns MD simulations were per-
formed until the convergence of the aptamer-protein complex struc-
tures was verified by RMSD of the aptamer heavy atoms.

MD details

All simulations were performed using GROMACSMD software.68 The
protein and aptamer structures were described by theAmber force field.
TIP3P water model was used for solvation. For MD, a stochastic veloc-
ity-rescaling thermostat (300 K) and Parrinello-Rahman pressure
coupling (1 bar) were used. The LINCS scheme was used to constrain
all covalent bonds with hydrogen atoms, which allows using a 2-fs
timestep.

Staining of tissue sections with antibodies and aptamers

Tissue pieces were frozen in liquid nitrogen, sliced into 5 mm sections
using a Microm HM 525 cryostat (Thermo Scientific), and placed on
poly-lysine-coated glass slides. First, nonspecific binding of the anti-
bodies was blocked by incubation of the sections with 10% (w/w) of
bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min, followed by incu-
bation with primary anti-tubulin or anti-GFAP antibodies (2 ng
mL�1) in a humidified atmosphere for 1 h, followed by staining
with a secondary antibody labeled with Alexa Fluor 405 or Cy5
(2 ng mL�1) in a humidified atmosphere for 1 h and then washed three
times with DPBS. Nonspecific binding of aptamers was blocked with
yeast tRNA (1 ng mL�1, Sigma-Aldrich) and then incubated with
50 nM of FAM- or Cy5-labeled aptamers in DPBS and incubated
for another 2 h at 6�S. This was followed by washing with DPBS.
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Stained tissue pieces were frozen in liquid nitrogen and sliced into 5-
mm sections using a cryostat. Bio-Mount mounting medium (Bio-
Optica, Italy) was used to fix the sections. The sections were analyzed
with an LSM 780 (Carl Zeiss) microscope.

CTC isolation

Isolation of CTCs was performed from 3.5 mL of patient blood during
1–1.5 h after collection into BDVacutainer Heparin Tubes. The blood
was centrifuged (1,500� g for 10 min) to remove the plasma. The cell
pellet was transferred into a 15-mL centrifuge tube using a BSA-
treated tip. Red blood cells were lysed with a hypotonic NH4Cl solu-
tion in a Vacutainer tube. Cells were rinsed with 2 mL of 0.42%
NH4Cl with heparin, pipetted several times, and poured into the
15-mL tube, then addition of 8 mL of 0.42% NH4Cl with heparin
into the tube, incubation for 10 min on a shaker, and centrifuged at
3,500 � g for 5 min. The remaining cell pellet was resuspended in
100 mL DPBS and incubated with masking yeast tRNA (0.1 mg
mL�1) for 30 min at room temperature to reduce nonspecific binding.
The sample was centrifuged at 3,500 � g for 5 min, the supernatant
was removed, and the cell pellet was incubated for 30 min with
100 mg of streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads (Promega) func-
tionalized with 100 nM biotinylated aptamers specific to the tumor
cells. The cells bound with the magnetic particles via the aptamers
were separated on a magnetic stand, resuspended in 100 mL of cal-
cium and magnesium-free DPBS buffer, and concentrated using a
magnetic separator. The pellet containing mostly CTCs was stained
with Cy5-labeled aptamers at a final concentration of 100 nM for
30 min. Smears were prepared for the quantification of CTCs in the
patient blood. The cell pellet was spread evenly on a glass slide and
then fixed in methanol for 5 min, followed by staining with
Romanowsky-Giemsa dye. The counting of CTCs was done using
an Axiostar plus fluorescent microscope (Carl Zeiss).

Ex vivo tissue staining

To assess aptamer binding to a brain tumor in situ, we tested aptamers
Gli-233 and Gli-55 on resected brain tumors from different patients.
The solution of the biotinylated aptamers conjugated with streptavi-
din-labeled Brilliant Violet 650 fluorescent dye (Gli-233/55BV) was
sprayed on freshly isolated postoperative tissues. An OPMI Pentero
fluorescent microscope (Carl Zeiss) with a fluorescent module
(BLUE 400, ex. 400–410 nm, em. 620–710 nm) and a Xenon white
light source were used to visualize tumors. The fluorescent images
were captured 1 min after applying aptamers using a surgical fluores-
cence microscope. Thin tissue sections were prepared from the areas
with high, moderate, and low fluorescence intensity. Nonspecific
oligonucleotide conjugated with Brilliant Violet 650 dye and free
dye without attached aptamers were used as a control. Autofluores-
cence of tumors was not observed in the registered emission range
from 620 to 710 nm.

Histological, immunohistochemical, and confocal laser

scanning microscopy analysis of resected tissues

Tumor tissues were fixed at 10% buffered formalin solution and stored
at 4�C. The volume of the fixative was 50 times greater than the size of
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the immersed tissue. The samples underwent a standard histological
treatment based on isopropyl alcohol with further paraffin impregna-
tion. Sections made from paraffin blocks were applied to positively
charged adhesive glasses. One of each pair of the adjacent sections
was left for CLSM analysis without additional staining; the next one
was used for immunohistochemistry; the other section was stained
with hematoxylin and eosin dyes to confirm tissue morphology. An
LSM 780 NLO Confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss) was used for all
CLSM, binding, and viability of cell cultures analyses; images were
processed with ZEN2 software. Immunohistochemical studies were
performed using a Ventana BenchMark ULTRA system. A recombi-
nant anti-GFAP antibody (clone EP672Y, Abcam) and recombinant
anti-Ki67 (clone SP6, Abcam) were used with a dilution of 1:100.

Synthesis of 11S-labeled Gli-233

For the in vivo PET/CT imaging, we used thiolated aptamer Gli-233.
The synthesis of 11Swas performed on the Cyclone 18/9 ST cyclotron
(IBA, Belgium) as described previously.47 In brief, 11CH3I was ob-
tained from the nitrogen gas of natural isotopic composition with ox-
ygen gas (0.5%–1%), hydrogenH2, and iodine vaporwas introduced to
30 end ofGli-233modifiedwith 50-thiolmodifierC6 S-S phosphorami-
dite in DMSO. For this, the reaction mixture was prepared: 40 mL of
primer (100 mM) was added to 500 mL of DMSO, 10 mL of 0.1 M hy-
drochloric acid solution, 1500 mL of phosphate buffer (PBS) (pH 7.4),
136.8 mm NaCl, 10.1 mm Na2HPO4, 2.7 mm KCl, 1.8 mm K2HPO4,
0.499 mm MgCl2), and transferred to the reaction vessel of the auto-
mated Synthra MeIPlus synthesis module (Synthra, Germany). The
final volume of 2 mL radiopharmaceutical contained 4 nmol of
11CH3-modified aptamer. 11CH3-Gli-233 was stable for 60 min.

Primary patient-derived glial tumor cell culture

Human astrocytoma samples were taken aseptically during the surgery,
immediately immersed in ice-cold colorless DMEM medium supple-
mentedwith 1,000UmL�1 penicillinGand1,000mgL�1 streptomycin,
and transported to a laboratory within 2–4 h of resection. Tumor spec-
imens were rinsed twice with DMEM supplemented with antibiotics.
Tissues were minced with scissors, blood vessels, necrotic tissues, and
blood clots were removed, and the remaining tissues were dissociated
into small aggregates by pipetting. The suspension was washed thrice
withDPBS using centrifugation at 3,000 rpm.The pellet was transferred
to 12 wells of cell culture plates with initiation medium (containing
DMEM, 10% fetal bovine serum, 20 mg/mL insulin, 10 mg/mL trans-
ferrin, 25 nmol/L sodium selenite, 100 U/mL antibiotics, 1 ng/mL
epidermal growth factor) and maintained in a humidified incubator
at 37�C in an atmosphere of 5%CO2 and 95%of air. Cells were cultured
for 2 months to get the confluent monolayer with the forming neuro-
spheres. The medium was changed three times a week.

Xenotransplantation of the glial tumor to immunosuppressed

mice

Laboratory female ICR mice weighing 20–25 g were maintained in
sterile individually ventilated cages. Mice were immunosuppressed
using cyclosporine (20 mg/kg intraperitoneally), cyclophosphamide
(60 mg/kg intraperitoneally), and ketoconazole (10 mg/kg orally)
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every day: 7 days before and 2 days after transplantation.45 Under the
inhalation anesthesia, mice fur was removed with hair removal cream,
the skin was dissected under a sterile conditions, and a 3-mm cranial
window was made using an electro trypan (Figure 7A). The formation
of the human astrocytomamodel was carried out by brain injection of
primary patient-derived cell cultures. One 2-mm neurosphere and
106 tumor stroma cells in 6 mL of the hydrogel medium (GrowDex/
DMEM, 1:1) were placed into a Hamilton syringe between 2 mL of hy-
drogel medium (GrowDex/DMEM, 2:1) (Figure 7A3). Tumor cells
were inoculated into the mice brain through the 3-mm cranial win-
dow, the puncture was covered with 5 mL of hydrogel medium
(GrowDex/DMEM, 2:1), and the skin incision was sutured (Fig-
ure 7A4). Growth control was performed 14 and 21 days after trans-
plantation by MRI and histological examination of autopsy material.

MRI

MRI was performed by the improved protocol described previously.69

In brief, the imaging of mice immobilized using inhalation anesthesia
was performed on an Avance DPX 200 spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin,
Rheinstetten, Germany) using Omniscan for contrast. Slice-selective
2D images were acquired using the multi-slice multi-echo technique
supplied by Paravision 4.0 software (Bruker BioSpin, Ettlingen, Ger-
many). Imaging acquisition parameters: slice thickness, 0.71 mm;
field of view, 40 mm; matrices, 256 � 256 pixels, with a spatial reso-
lution of 156 mm per pixel within the slice. The repetition time and
echo time were adjusted to 600 and 4.7 ms, respectively, to provide
the T1-weighting on the images. The image acquisition time was
10 min.

Aptamer-based fluorescence visualization of the

xenotransplanted tumor in situ

Mice under inhalation anesthesia were fixed. Head skin was dissected,
and aptamer Gli-233-Cy5 was applied directly to the brain and
washed out after 3 min. The tumor stained with Cy5-labeled Gli-
233 was illuminated by a DFP Green LED (NIGHTSEA) and visual-
ized using the OPMI PICO surgical microscope (Carl Zeiss) with a
red fluorescence filter (NIGHTSEA).

PET/CT imaging

Tumor locations were monitored using PET/CT. Mice were injected
into the tail vein with 0.4 nmol of 11CH3-Gli-233 aptamer in 200 mL of
DPBS or 11CH3-nonspecific oligonucleotide as a negative control. An-
imals were immobilized using inhalation anesthesia, which is safe and
does not reduce blood circulation. PET/CT scanning was performed
using a Discovery PET/CT 600 scanner (General Electric) 40 min af-
ter injection. Data were analyzed using PET VV software at an AW
Volume Share 5 workstation and Hounsfield densitometry scale. Af-
ter quarantine, the mice were sacrificed and autopsied to confirm the
tumor locations. Tissues were histologically analyzed to prove the
presence of astrocytoma development.

Preclinical acute toxicity studies of the aptamers

Investigation of acute toxicity of the aptamers was performed on
Sprague-Dawley rats in a laboratory certified for preclinical studies
(Laboratory of Biological Testing, Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry
named after academics M.M. Shemyakin and Y.A. Ovchinnikov of
Russian Academy of Sciences). This study was carried out in accor-
dance with the recommendations in the Guide for the Care and
Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institute of Health and
the requirements of the Guidelines for conducting pre-clinical studies
of drugs. The protocol plan of research and standard animal-friendly
operating procedures have been reviewed and approved by the Local
Bioethics Committee of the Institution of Science Institute of Bio-
organic Chemistry (no. 527/16). For the in vivo application, we
planned to use a maximum of 3 mL of 1 mM aptamer solution in
DPBS. The equivalent dose was calculated for the rat weight. Accord-
ing to the regulations, the studied drug must be injected intravenously
for the acute toxicity assessment of this type of medicine. The conju-
gates were administered once intravenously, followed by a 14-day
observation period and the following tests: body weight, feed intake,
and the manifestation of clinical signs of toxicity of the study were re-
corded every week; in the final week of the study, animals performed
functional tests to assess the condition of their central nervous system
and cardiovascular system. The animals were euthanized on the 15th
day of the study, and a necropsy was performed for subsequent histo-
logical analysis. At autopsy, the weight of the internal organs was re-
corded, and blood samples were taken to measure the performance of
biochemistry and hematology and bone marrow samples.
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